Let your members turn Freemotion's best-selling cardio solution into the ultimate workout experience. They can enter a world with thrilling workouts, supportive fitness enthusiasts, and a knowledgeable team of health professionals to help them reach their fitness goals.
THE ULTIMATE IN PERSONALIZATION
Integrated, interactive and targeted, iFit® is a comprehensive wellness solution that keeps the workout exciting and progressive.

PERSONAL TRAINING
Users can choose their favorite personal trainer to lead them through video workouts filmed in studio settings and exotic locations around the world.

WORKOUT OF THE DAY
A personalized workout is suggested every day based on a person’s fitness goals, activity and training frequency. iFit® keeps track of each training session to pick a new, next-level workout the next time they step on.

EVER-GROWING LIBRARY
Users can access a library of 16,000+ workouts built by our expert fitness trainers from around the world. With five training teams on seven continents, workout boredom is a thing of the past.

IFIT® CARDIO
Sync a smart device to the machine and iFit® wirelessly controls the speed, incline and decline. This hands-free solution takes members into exciting, exotic locations fr around the world.

GOOGLE MAPS™
Google Maps™, powered by iFit®, allows users to map a course anywhere in the world on their smart device and the machine will simulate the incline and decline of that actual terrain.

VIRTUAL RUN CLUB
Create a little healthy competition by forming facility Run Clubs, allowing users to compete against other locations in exciting virtual challenges.

POWERED BY iFIT®
(COMING WINTER 2018)

SMART SERIES™

**i10.9b INCLINE TRAINER**
#FMTR74218 // #FMTR74218-INT
- -3% decline to + 30% incline
- 1-STEP™ Controls
- iFit® enabled with a smart device
- Simplified user interface

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)
80 x 34.8 x 76 in (203.2 x 88.3 x 193 cm)

**e10.9b ELLIPTICAL**
#FME84418
- iFit® enabled with a smart device
- Upper-body workout arms with soft grips
- Hybrid Generator Resistance System
- Simplified user interface

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)
85 x 27 x 63 in (215.9 x 68.5 x 160 cm)

**r10.9b RECUMBENT BIKE**
#FMEX82518
- iFit® enabled with a smart device
- STEP THRU™ design
- Hybrid generator resistance system
- Simplified user interface

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)
57.6 x 25.9 x 33.2 in (146.5 x 65.9 x 33.2 cm)

**e10.9b REFLEX™ TREADMILL**
#FMTR7421B // #FMTR7421B-INT
- REFLEX™ Cushioning
- 1-STEP™ Controls for speed and incline
- iFit® enabled with a smart device
- Simplified user interface

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)
87.7 x 34 x 66 in (222.8 x 86.3 x 167.6 cm)

**e10.9b UPRIGHT BIKE**
#FMEX82418
- iFit® enabled with a smart device
- Hybrid generator resistance system
- Simplified user interface

DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)
51.3 x 14.7 x 32.4 in (130.3 x 37.3 x 82.2 cm)

**EVER-GROWING LIBRARY**
Users can access a library of 16,000+ workouts built by our expert fitness trainers from around the world. With five training teams on seven continents, workout boredom is a thing of the past.

**IFIT® CARDIO**
Sync a smart device to the machine and iFit® wirelessly controls the speed, incline and decline. This hands-free solution takes members into exciting, exotic locations fr around the world.

**GOOGLE MAPS™**
Google Maps™, powered by iFit®, allows users to map a course anywhere in the world on their smart device and the machine will simulate the incline and decline of that actual terrain.

**VIRTUAL RUN CLUB**
Create a little healthy competition by forming facility Run Clubs, allowing users to compete against other locations in exciting virtual challenges.

**POWERED BY iFIT®**
(COMING WINTER 2018)